
ENGLISH 
 

Freshman/Sophomore Program   
The primary goal of the Freshman/Sophomore program is to develop in students the ability to use language skillfully and to 

interpret it effectively. In order to accomplish this goal, students are expected to write regularly, read significant literature, 

practice formal and informal speaking, and develop the critical thinking skills necessary to complete the work successfully.  

Since these skills mutually reinforce each other, they are taught together, not as separate units. Writing at the freshman level 

moves from experience to idea; literature includes such works as Romeo and Juliet, The Odyssey and The Chosen.  Writing at the 

sophomore level includes much literary analysis; literature includes such works as 1984 and Lord of the Flies. 
 

Students are required to take all four semester courses in the Freshman/Sophomore English program. Each course enables 

students to increase their facility with language and to build a foundation for the more specialized, in-depth work in the literature 

and composition required by the Junior/Senior English program. 

 

Note:  The English Department encourages students to work with English teachers, counselors and their parents to plan their 

four-year English programs. 
 

 English 1 and 2  --  Freshman Program 

 English 3 and 4  --  Sophomore Program 
 

 
Upper Division Program 
This program will continue the work of the Core Program but will emphasize a higher level of student performance and will 

provide more demanding, complex assignments and materials.  All courses will require substantial practice in the writing of 

structured papers, extensive reading of significant literature, regular practice in formal and informal oral presentations, and 

rigorous application of critical thinking skills. 

 

Students are urged to plan their Junior/Senior program carefully in consultation with their English teacher, parents, and 

counselor. 

The following courses are available to juniors and seniors; however, AP English Literature is only offered to seniors.  (Second 

semester sophomores may elect to enroll in one of the following courses in addition to English 4 with teacher permission and as 

space permits.) A student should confer with his English teacher, his parents, and his counselor in order to make the appropriate 

selection. Not all courses are offered each semester.  Selections include: 

 
Upper Division English Course Offerings 

2020-2021 

Advanced Placement English Language (open to juniors and seniors) 

Advanced Placement English Literature (open to seniors) 

Advanced Journalism 

American Literature 1/American Literature 2 

Essay Exposition/Honors Advanced Essay Exposition 

Essay Exposition/Humanities 

Essay Exposition/Oral Rhetoric 

Humanities/ Science Fiction 

Humanities/Short Stories 

Language of Humor/American Literature 2 

Language of Humor/Humanities 

Literary Walkabouts/San Francisco Stories 

Nonfiction 

Poetry/American Literature 2 

Shakespeare/Science Fiction 

    

ADVANCED PLACEMENT (AP) ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

 (UC “b”, CSU) Advanced Placement Language and Composition is a college level English course, taught over two semesters, 

which provides students with a chance to extend their competence by challenging them with difficult texts and writing 

assignments, following the standardized course of study developed by the College Board Advanced Placement program. The 

course is open to juniors and seniors. Students will engage in close reading of significant works of nonfiction and write 

analytically and critically about those texts and other topics. AP Language focuses mostly on the study of rhetoric, with a heavy 

emphasis on nonfiction texts: speeches, essays, letters, etc. The writing in the course covers three distinct forms, all of which are 

assessed on the AP exam: rhetorical analysis, argument, and synthesis. See AP/Honors Admission Information on pg. 36. 

 



ADVANCED PLACEMENT (AP) ENGLISH LITERATURE  

(UC “b”, CSU)  Offered to seniors only.  Intended to approximate the first year of college English. The course focuses on the 

close study of significant works of literature and on the ways to write analytically and critically about literature.  The year course 

is for seniors who have demonstrated high promise in their first three years of high school English.  Students may gain college 

credit and possible acceleration if they pass the Advanced Placement English Examination with a sufficiently high score.  Works 

studied may include: The Metamorphosis, Heart of Darkness, Invisible Man, Hamlet and Waiting for Godot.   See AP/Honors 

Admission Information on page 36. 

 

ADVANCED JOURNALISM  

(UC, “g” only)  Students will determine and create the content of The Redwood Bark’s newspaper, website, and social media 

channels, reporting the news, investigating events, and developing features and commentary relevant to school and the 

community. Students will hone their skills in reporting, interviewing, writing and revision, video production, photography, and 

layout and design, while dealing with the daily ethical, technological, and teamwork issues that deadline-based productions 

demand. Students will study professional nonfiction works and explore the changing role of journalists in society. The 

compositions skills and technological aptitude of students will continue to be improved through project-based assignments. 

Prerequisite: Nonfiction 1 and 2 with a grade of B or better. 

 

AMERICAN LITERATURE 1  

(UC “b”, CSU) Individual vs. Society  

In this course, the texts illuminate the historical push and pull between Individual vs. Society, between outcast and community, 

between freedom of expression and imposed conformity, between fanaticism and tolerance, between minority and majority, 

between faction and system, that has shaped and re-shaped American character.  We will also use the works to discuss parallel 

current societal tensions that we deem relevant to our own lives, both immediate and in the near future. We will evaluate what we 

think of as reasonable and unreasonable individual vs. societal expectations. Texts may include The Crucible, Native Son, Their 

Eyes Were Watching God and Ragtime. The Metamorphosis Heart of Darkness, Invisible Man, Hamlet and Waiting for 

Godot…among others.  

 

AMERICAN LITERATURE 2  

(UC “b”, CSU) This course is the second in a yearlong study of the American canon, yet American Lit 1 is not a prerequisite. 

How the American Dream becomes the American Nightmare is the focus of study yet is only one of the many absorbing and 

relevant themes found in The Great Gatsby, The Grapes of Wrath, All the Pretty Horses, and Death of a Salesman. All these 

writers - Fitzgerald, Steinbeck, McCarthy, and Miller - have distinctive and challenging styles of telling their stories of the east 

and the west, the changing economy and values of American life, and the disappointing realities but ubiquitous idealism of its 

citizens.  

 

ESSAY EXPOSITION  

(UC “b”, CSU)   This class is one devoted to the development of expository skills as a mature writer, building off writing done in 

English 1-4, as well as other upper division electives.  Students will explore various types of exposition, both in reading the work 

of others and writing. We work on writing skills in the following areas: observation, narration, reflection, interpretation, and 

evaluation.  We will spend ample time examining the choices writers make via rhetorical, stylistic, and literary analysis in order 

to inform our own writing process.  Although the emphasis of the course is writing, doing that well requires a great deal of close 

reading, discussion, and critical thinking. 
 

ESSAY EXPOSITION – HONORS/ADVANCED 

 (UC “b”, CSU) This one-semester course is designed to provide the college preparatory student with the opportunity to acquire 

the kinds of writing skills needed to make a successful start in college. While the course will focus on the expository essay, it will 

provide practice in personal and other types of writing and will use reading as a prompt for class discussion and written reaction 

and as a model for composition. (C)  See AP/Honors Admission Information on page 36. 

 

HUMANITIES  

(UC “b”, CSU) Focus is on examining the behaviors we see in literature and seeing how they manifest in real life and are 

applicable to us. Central questions about the human experience are explored, such as: What is the good life?  What are good and 

evil?  We also look at what it means to be human, what our responsibilities are as humans, what we believe in, how experiences 

such as war shape us as humans.  Students are encouraged to discover, feel, think, communicate and question.  Books that are 

frequently taught in this class are:  One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, Siddhartha, Twelfth Night, The Things They Carried, 

Night, Man’s Search for Meaning, and Slaughterhouse Five.  Poetry, art, film, and drama are also incorporated.  

 

LANGUAGE OF HUMOR  

(UC “b”, CSU) The focus for this course is to examine and emulate the ways in which humor can be used as a rhetorical device. 

Students will learn how theories of humor and humor techniques explain why things are humorous. Students will study classic 

and contemporary novels, short stories, political texts, and stand-up comedy routines to understand the effectiveness of humor as 

a means of persuasion and a reaction to setbacks. Additionally, students will understand the role of humor as a tool of power, 



inspiration, healing, and criticism, to name a few. Authors may include: Tina Fey, Trevor Noah, David Sedaris, Voltaire, Mark 

Twain, Jonathan Swift, Mindy Kaling, Amy Poehler, Jon Stewart, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, John Kennedy Toole, Andy 

Borowitz and others. Writing in the course will range from analyses of humor to original pieces of satire to stand-up routines to 

humorous personal essays. Because what makes something funny is often a matter of taste, we will examine how culture, age, 

family, intelligence, and race affect our taste and understanding of humor.  

 

LITERARY WALKABOUTS  

(UC “b”, CSU) Course provides the opportunity to read and write about adventure and exploration. Students will read nonfiction 

works that appeal to the imagination through both intellectual and physical adventures. In addition to an in-depth literary analysis 

of each work, students will explore the cultural, geographical, political, and environmental issues of regions throughout the world 

and develop writing skills in the areas of nonfiction travel/adventure writing, journal writing, and persuasion. With the same 

rigorous standards of other upper division college preparatory electives in the English program, the focus of this course is on 

improving writing, reading, speaking, and listening skills. Texts may include Into Thin Air by Jon Krakauer, Running the Amazon 

by Joe Kane, Almost French by Sarah Turnbull, The Places in Between by Rory Stewart, and On the Road by Jack Kerouac. 

Supplementary materials include: articles, interviews, and travel narratives from selected anthologies and magazines, such as The 

Best American Travel Writing, The New Yorker, National Geographic, Outside, etc. 

 

NONFICTION 1-2    

(UC “b”, CSU) Provides an introduction to journalistic writing, nonfiction literature, and media production.  This year-long 

course offers students the opportunity to learn techniques for writing nonfiction such as news and feature writing, editorials, 

investigative reporting, and survey development. Students will be able to submit a portfolio as part of their application to the 

Advanced Journalism program for the following year. Texts include All the President's Men, Zeitoun, Fast Food Nation, In Cold 

Blood, and The New York Times, in addition to other media/texts. (May be open to 9th grade as space permits) 

 
ORAL RHETORIC  

(UC”b”, CSU) This course helps students improve their speaking and listening skills with critical attention. It enables students - 

through oral activities - to improve their critical thinking and writing skills, as well as their understanding of speeches. Students 

will analyze the structure and content of effective speeches, and write and present speeches using the various techniques studied. 

Additionally, students will practice debate skills that are central to understanding how to identify and craft strong, persuasive 

arguments. 

POETRY  

(UC “b”, CSU) Students will read, discuss, analyze, and write about poetry, as well as write their own poems. There is, therefore, 

both an interpretive and creative, twofold focus, in which students will provide feedback to each other on individual assignments 

and collaborate together on group projects. In addition, exposure to all sorts of poems is a key to this course, including many 

traditional and contemporary forms. Furthermore, the learning approach is inductive and heuristic, discovering and knowing 

significant aspects of the genre as they are encountered in the selected texts. As a result, students will have a solid understanding 

and appreciation of how poets use language to convey their insights into life and human existence.  Although there is no official 

text for the course, two websites in particular will be important resources for accessing poetry: The Academy of American Poets 

and The Poetry Foundation. A full catalogue of poets considered in this course is much too long to include here, but the following 

is a solid sampling: Spenser, Shakespeare, Donne, Marvel, Blake, Milton, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats, Dickinson, Whitman, 

Yeats, Hopkins, Hughes, Auden, Jeffers, Frost, Moore, Bishop, Wilbur, Plath, Simic, Oliver, Olds, Rich, Heaney, Collins, 

Giovanni, Bass, Tretheway, and Hayes. 

 
SAN FRANCISCO STORIES  

(UC “b”, CSU) This one-semester course is for students interested in the literature set in San Francisco and the Bay Area, and the 

history of the region which inspired that literature. Focus might include the Gold Rush, the 1906 Earthquake, the movement of 

immigrants to the Bay Area over the past two centuries, the Beat and San Francisco Renaissance literary movements of the 

1950’s, and the LGBTQ movement of the 1970’s and beyond. Students will have the opportunity to research and analyze 

important historical movements, architecture, and individuals in the life of the City of San Francisco. In keeping with the class’s 

title, the stories of our lives as they relate to San Francisco might also become a point of interest. Texts may include Maltese 

Falcon, A Crown of Dust, Cool Gray City of Love, The Joy Luck Club, and Season of the Witch. 
 
SCIENCE FICTION  

(UC “b”, CSU)   Students read and examine contemporary and classical works of science fiction and through a variety of texts, 

explore how changes in technology affect society, and how society responds to technological advances. Texts may include 

selections from H.G. Wells, Robert Heinlein, Isaac Asimov, Ray Bradbury, and Greg Bear, with titles including War of the 

Worlds, I,Robot, Fahrenheit 451, Blood Music, and Ender's Game.  

 

 



SHAKESPEARE  

(UC “b”, CSU)  This class is designed for students who want to further their study of Shakespeare and Elizabethan England. 

Through a close reading of plays and poetry, the student will learn about the conventions of Elizabethan theater and the action, 

characters, and themes of the plays. Students will examine and analyze why Shakespeare has been and continues to be the most 

celebrated and revered author in the world and why his themes are still relevant today. Students will be encouraged to attend 

actual Shakespearean performances in the Bay Area.  The choice of plays in the course is adjusted to match the performances 

available.  Students have attended such works as As You Like It, Twelfth Night, and Midsummer Night's Dream in the 

past. Tragedies like Richard III and Hamlet are also a focus of the course.  

 

SHORT STORIES  

(UC “b”, CSU)  Students will  read, discuss, and write about short stories written by authors such as Edgar Allan Poe, Anton 

Chekhov, Franz Kafka, and Raymond Carver. Students will write papers which analyze theme, characterization, and narrative 

structure. In addition, students will write short stories of their own, employing many of the techniques they have learned through 

reading published authors. 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 1-4  (UC “b”, CSU; up to 10 credits in English)   English Language Development 

(ELD) is a four-semester language arts course which may be repeated for credit.  It is designed for the student whose native 

language is other than English and whose proficiency falls below fluent.  The course provides ELD students with language 

instruction that develops their speaking, listening, reading and writing skills while following a sequential grammatical syllabus.  

It further acquaints them with American culture, customs and holidays, teaches them practical life and study skills, orients them 

to their new school environment and integrates them into mainstream classes and into high school and community life.  Each 

level is a one-year course worth 10 credits; up to a total of 10 credits can be applied to UC English.  

 


